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THE ENNEAGRAM AND SCHULZ VON THUN’S
PSYCHOLOGY OF DIFFERENTIAL COMMUNICATION
Sabine Elisabeth Gramm
Abstract

What would it mean to you if you were to realize that two different personality
systems in different languages were independently developed at different times
in different cultures? And that they came to very similar results about their
archetypal insights. What would this mean as a confirmation for both typologies,
that know nothing of each other and what might it mean for the verification of
human typologies in the first place?

Introduction
In this article I want to invite you on a journey to two worlds that seem, at first
glance, to be complete strangers: university-based communications science with
Germanic roots and an orally transmitted middle-Eastern philosophy. The aim is
to build a bridge between the psychology of differential communication
developed by Prof. Schulz von Thun and the Enneagram. I was privileged to learn
both systems almost simultaneously at the end of the last millennium and was
from almost the first moment astounded by the similarities between the
individual theories. A detailed comparison demanded many months during which
I dove so deeply into both systems that my understanding went beyond simple
terminology. This was necessary since, on the one hand, the mode of expression
is very different in both systems, and on the other hand, sometimes the same
term is defined quite differently in each system. For example, when one speaks in
the psychology of differential communication (PDC) of a selfless person, one
means literally a self-less person, i.e. no inner orientation, no backbone, no
principles and – in the worst case – no self-confidence or opinion: someone who
likes to be told what to do. In contrast, the Enneagram rather understands a
selfless person as someone altruistic, who on their own initiative takes on
responsibility, sometimes with self-sacrifice, helping others tirelessly while being
in charge. That is why it was only possible to check the compatibility of the
individual characters when we moved beyond terminology.PDC observes the
person from the outside and makes deductions about their inner psychological
state based on their communication. In contrast, the Enneagram looks from the
inside out, by showing in a differentiated manner how previously defined inner
weaknesses can show themselves in observable behavior towards others. In
contrast, the Enneagram looks from the inside out, by showing which previously
defined and distinguishable inner states exist and how these can show
themselves in a nuanced manner in external behavior towards others.
As a reader of the Enneagram Journal, you are already familiar with the
Enneagram, but perhaps the psychology of differential communication is not so
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familiar. Therefore, before undertaking a comparison of both systems, I would
like to say something about PDC. It was developed by Prof. Friedemann Schulz
von Thun, who was born in Soltau (Germany) in 1944. He is officially retired from
his position at Hamburg University in 2010 and now concentrates on his Institute
for Communication www.schulz-von-thun.de. Since the early 1980’s he has
published 14 books on communication, of which 11 were bestsellers and some of
which have been translated in 8 languages. He has also co-authored or edited 15
books, written 10 introductions for other books and published 61 papers. He is
recognized as the most important communications psychologist in the Germanspeaking countries. His main contribution is to clearly analyze deep,
psychologically complex, interpersonal behavior, visualizing this using his own
models and explaining it understandably. In addition to his best known model,
the Square Communication, he has also developed the Vicious Circle, the
Situational Model, the Inner Team and the Riemann-Thomann Model and the
Values Square (based on Helwig’s work). He published the eight communication
styles of PDC in his book Miteinander Reden 2 (Let’s Talk!, Volume 2), first
published in 1989.
Next, I would like to propose a schema for personality models so that it is
possible to identify the main differences between the systems logically and
visibly. For this I use a classification in three-component and four-component
models, based on an idea of the TMS master trainer, Hartmut Wagner. I’ve
diligently followed his ideas on how to classify models of personality and applied
them to many models? While doing this I noticed that three-component models
take a different approach to four-component models. This has to do with the
view from within out into the world, i.e. from which perspective the world is
observed, e.g. aesthetically or pragmatically. In contrast, four-component models
view the person from the outside and attempt to draw conclusions about their
inner state. Naturally these result in different emphases in purpose and usage, to
which I shall return.. The Enneagram belongs to the three-component models,
since it is based on the gut, heart and head centers. Schulz von Thun’s psychology
of differential communication belongs to the four-component models, since in its
basic form it can be aligned with the four basic tendencies of RiemannThomann’s model (Closeness—Distance—Steadiness—Change).
First, I would like to explain the essence of the three-component and fourcomponent models and develop a deeper understanding of the main differences,
before I bring the Enneagram and PDC face to face.

Three-Component Models
Since ancient times, Three represents a holy number and symbol of true unity 1. It
concerns itself with the inside of an outwardly appearing wholeness. Christians
understand the one god to consist of a trinity of Father, Son and Holy Spirit. In
the Hindu tradition, the divinity is in the form of Brahma (the creator), Vishnu
1

cf. Werner (2006), P. 106.
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(preserver) and Shiva (destroyer). India’s traditional medicine which takes a
holistic view of person, nature and cosmos, comprises the three life-giving
dimensions of Vata, Pitta and Kapha. Time comprises past, present and future. All
good things come in threes. Popper’s three-world teachings say that our reality
consists of three linked and mutually influencing worlds: physical objects and
events, mental objects and events, and objective knowledge 2. From a biological
perspective, a person develops from three cotyledons in the embryo and
possesses, according to the neuroscientist Paul MacLean, a triune brain consisting
of the reptilian complex, the limbic system and the neocortex 3. A personality is
generally agreed to comprise an integrated gestalt of body, soul and mind 4. To
illustrate the three-component view of the world, the following table contains a
small selection of three-component models from different cultures and
disciplines.
Component 1

Component 2

Component 3

Ayurveda
Three Worlds
(Popper)
Brain research
(MacLean)
Primary Colors
(Goethe)

Vata
physical objects and
events

Pitta
mental objects and
events

Kapha
objective
knowledge

reptilian complex

limbic system

neocortex

yellow

red

blue

Hindu

Brahma

Vishnu

Shiva

Human biology
(3 cavities)

stomach

chest

head

Catholicism

God the Father

God the Son

Holy Spirit

Sociology

father

mother

child

Physics

neutron

proton

electron

Corporate
Development

organizational
development

staff development

strategy
development

Time

past

present

future

Egg

albumen

yolk

germinal disk

Person

body

soul

mind

Table 1: Three-Component Models
This trichotomy turns up in numerous models of personality: early in the last

2
3
4

cf. Hauk (2003), P. 319.
cf. Schirm (1997), P. 8 and Schanz (2000), p. 63–66.
cf. Rosenstiel and Regnet (2003), P. 105.
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century Kretschmer 5 recognised three different body types—the athletic, the
leptosomic and the pyknic 6 (a bold attribution of physical shapes to internal
mental states, that shows the early days of typologies and is now generally
accepted as outdated). Friedmann‘s 7 process-oriented psychology of personality
(PPP) divides the human areas of life into thinking, feeling and acting 8 and
developed from that the rational, relationship and action types 9. This is a modern
and elementary approach that is taught across Germany in numerous ILP schools
Based on this, Friedmann’s pupil Winkler developed a psychographic map that
distinguishes 81 subtypes. Neuberger’s 10 three leader archetypes are father, hero
and healer, while Pitcher uses artists, craftsmen and technocrats 11. In business,
the widely used managerial GRID systems 12 distinguishes between the
authoritarian, caring and analytical managerial styles. The structogram that
results from a biostructural analysis distinguished between red, blue and green 13.
These three basic components are often refined, e.g. in the Enneagram which
contains three character types per center. Table 2 lists a few three-component
personality models.
Leader archetypes
(Neuberger)

Component 1

Component 2

Component 3

father

healer

hero

Biostructural anal.

green

red

blue

Enneagram
GRID system

gut center
authoritarian

heart center
caring

head center
analytical

Ontogram (Gramm)

matter

love

spirit

Pitcher
Process-oriented
psychology
Psychography
(Friedmann/Winkler)
Structural model of
the psyche (Freud)
Transactional
Analysis (Berne)

craftsman

artist

technocrat

action

feeling

thinking

action

relationship

rational

superego

id

ego

parent ego-state

child ego-state

adult ego-state

Table 2 Three-component models of personality
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Ernst, German psychiatrist, 1888–1964.
cf. Wagner, in: Schimmel-Schloo and Seiwert (2002), P. 16.
Dietmar, German developer of psychotherapy, b. 1937.
cf. Friedmann (2000), P. 42–62 and Friedmann (2004), P. 22–86.
cf. Winkler (2001), P. 34–56.
Oswald, German psychologist, b. 1941.
Cf. Niederwieser (2002), P. 79–89.
cf. Wagner, in: Schimmel-Schloo and Seiwert (2002), P. 16.
cf. Schirm (1997), P. 63–75.
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In short, across different cultures, religions and sciences we find similar
trichotomies with rational, emotional, and active aspects. The three-component
models of personality assume that each person carries three dimensions, one of
which is preferred.

Figure 1: Ontogram (from Sabine Gramm)
In the Enneagram, the three basic components of gut, heart and head divide
into three further types. Not all authors discuss this trichotomy, e.g. Goldberg,
Gallen and Neidhardt, Hauser, and Harms, go directly to the description of the
nine character types. Jaxon-Bear 14, Mächler 15, Palmer 16, and Rohr and Ebert 17
describe the qualities of the centers in detail: the brain stem automatically steers
processes in the body that are required for survival (e.g. breathing, heart rate).
The limbic system controls emotional responses in a given situation. The cerebral
cortex is home to the ability to reflect and reason. These centers in the brain
closely correspond to the psychological perspective of body – soul – mind, the
bio-structure of the brain centers in the structogram, Winkler’s psychography 18
and Friedmann’s PPP 19. The Enneagram authors Riso and Hudson 20, and
Küstenmacher 21 make a direct link to neuroscience and the three centers of the
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

cf. Jaxon-Bear (2003), P. 60–64.
cf. Mächler (1998), P. 100–104.
cf. Palmer 2000/1, P. 63–65.
cf. Rohr and Ebert 2002, P. 40–46.
cf. Winkler (2001), P. 140.
cf. Friedmann (2000), P. 151–178.
cf. Riso and Hudson (2000), P. 77.
cf. Küstenmacher (1998), P. 20–24.
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brain. Since the Enneagram symbol already possesses a trichotomy through the
inner triangle and the analogy of these inner qualities is obvious, it is easy to
connect the Enneagram to the structogram, which is based on brain research.
Component 1

Component 2

Component 3

father

healer

hero

green

red

blue

Enneagram

gut center

heart center

head center

GRID system

authoritarian

caring

analytical

Ontogramm
(Gramm)

matter

love

spirit

Pitcher

craftsman

artist

technocrat

action

feeling

thinking

action

relationship

rational

superego

id

ego

parent egostate

child ego-state

adult ego-state

Leader archetypes
(Neuberger)
Biostructural
analysis

Process-oriented
psychology
(Friedmann)
Psychography
(Friedmann/Winkler)
Structural model of
the psyche (Freud)
Transactional
Analysis
(Berne)

Tab. 2: Three-component models of personality
In the Enneagram, development of personality is offered through activating
the neighboring Types (“wings”) and the “flow” and “stress” points that are
derived from the lines in the symbol. From a present day perspective, I see this as
an expanded static description of personality of the five Types with which a client
is dealing (i.e. their own Type + two wings + flow point + stress point). I describe
the activation of these slumbering areas of character as an unfolding of
personality and use this as a tool in the further development of my coachees.
In my experience, this occurs when the unfolding is viewed as a cyclical
22
process, as taught by the German personality researcher Dietmar Friedmann ,
who has worked extensively with the Enneagram. Through the process-oriented
psychology of personality he uncovered at first six types. Through his Enneagram
knowledge, he expanded this to nine types and adopted the numbering of the
22

Educator, b. 1937 in Pforzheim (Germany)
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individual character types for his system.

In this approach, he does not
use the flow and
stress points ideas
from the Enneagram, i.e. he didn’t
make use of the
inner hexagram. Instead his model
describes
the
development
of
each character type
in clock-wise paths
described by equilateral
triangles
that take the type
through each of the
other centers. For
Figure 2: Development of personality, based on
example, a represFriedmann’s Integrated Solution-focused Psychology
entative of Type 9
(Gut) develops via the 3 (Heart) to 6 (Head); a representative of Type Four
develops via the Seven to One, and a representative of Type Five develops via the
23
Eight to Two .
Overall the three-component models give us a structured view of our inner
life and indicate with which area of being I most strongly identify: doing, feeling
or thinking. This influences our theoretical understanding and practical
experience of the topics of self-knowledge and personality development, since
nobody can look so deeply inside me as I myself. It is worthwhile to get to know
all these different parts, since the more homogeneous one’s inner life, the
greater one’s charisma, just like for a precious jewel.

Four-Component Models
According to Jewish beliefs God created the world according to laws of numbers.
As it says in the Old Testament: “you have chosen to measure, count, and weigh
everything you do” 24. Pythagoras, the founder of numerology, assigned to four
the meaning of the physical world — the visible phenomena in life 25. “It is first
the Four that grants pure spirit an appropriate form of appearance”. 26 Four
serves to orient people in the world. The four cardinal directions orient in space
23
24
25
26

cf. Friedmann 2000 und 2004, Darmstadt.
Die Bibel 1994, P. 717; Das Buch der Weisheit 11,20.
cf. Werner 2006, P. 11 - 17 und P. 113–117.
cf. Werner 2006, P. 115.
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and the four seasons in time 27. Empedocles (483 – 420 BC) recognized the four
elements of fire, water, earth and air in all life forms; everything changes through
the mixing and separating of these substances with each other. Nothing remains
the same and still the sum of the energy stays constant; a viewpoint that is still
valid today. The term element is due to Aristotle, who used the term to describe
something that was not further divisible 28. Here is a table with a small selection
of four-component models from different areas.
Component 1

Component 2

Component 3

Component 4

earth

fire

air

water

Elements
(Empedocles)
Cardinal
directions
Seasons

East

South

West

North

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Winter

Chemistry

solid

plasma

gas

liquid

Qualitative
properties

hard

warm

moving

cold

Tab. 3: Four-component models
In the area of personality models, many systems show from the outside the
person towards she strives to be and what she shows of herself. Before I explain
the Riemann-Thomann Model, which I consider to be the basic model of the
psychology of differential communication, I present a small selection of fourcomponent models of personality in tabular form.
Component 1

Component 2

Component 3

Component 4

feeling
dominance

sensing
inducement

intuition
submission

thinking
compliance

choleric

melancholic

sanguine

phlegmatic

(Hermann)

sequential

interpersonal

imaginative

analytic

Hippocrates’
humors

yellow bile

black bile

blood

phlegm

INSIGHTS MDI®

Reformer
Director

Coordinator
Advisor

Motivator
Inspirer

Observer
Supporter

warm-blooded

thin-blooded

cold-blooded

performance

activity

cooperation

C.G.Jung
DISC
Galen’s
tempraments
HBDI®

Kant (Anthrop.l
thick-blooded
Characteristics)
LIFO®
27
28

reason

cf. ebenda, P. 113 f.
cf. Aristotle 1970, P. 116 f.
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Macoby
(Manager
typology)
Mastenbroeck
(behavioral
styles in
conflict)
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jungle fighter

company man

playmaker

expert

analyticaggressive

flexibleaggressive

flexiblecompromising

ethicalconvincing

MBTI®

feeling

sensing

intuiting

thinking

Reddin (3DProgram styles)

task

relationship

integration

process

Riemann

compulsive

depressive

hysterical

schizoid

aggressivedevaluing,
decidingcontrolling

helping,
needydependent

communicative
dramatic, selfdemonstrating

distanced,
selfless

Steadiness

closeness

change

distance

producing
monitoring

organizing
advising

innovating
promoting

developing
maintaining

Schulz von
Thun
Thomann
TMS
(Margerison)

Tab. 4: Four-component models (with no claim for completeness, as not all
models are so oriented on axes)

Riemann-Thomann Model
In the 1960s the German psychologist Fritz Riemann distinguished four basic
forms of fear that, in his opinion, present in different amounts in each person and
which could either move or paralyze them:
1. Fear of self-sacrifice, experienced as a loss of self and independence.
2. Fear of self-realization, experienced as a lack of security or isolation.
3. Fear of change, experienced as transience or insecurity.
4. Fear of necessity, experienced as finality or lack of freedom.
He considered all possible fears to be variants of these four basic fears, which
are in turn anchored in four basic human aspirations:
1.
2.
3.

The aspiration towards self-preservation and isolation.
The aspiration towards self-sacrifice and belonging.
The aspiration towards continuity and safety.
4. The aspiration towards change and risk.
These accentuations of personality are normal, as long as they do not cross
any boundaries through excessive one-sidedness; only when they are excessively
and one-sidedly lived do they cross the boundary into the pathological areas of
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the four classical neuroses of clinical psychology: schizoid, depression, obsessivecompulsion and hysteria. Riemann said: “These neurotic personalities reflect in
an exaggerated or extreme form general human existence, which we all know.
Finally, it is about four different ways of being in the world” 29. In the 1980s the
Swiss psychologist Christoph Thomann further developed a “map of
personality” 30 by translating the characteristics of the four human psychological
cardinal points with the common terms distance, closeness, steadiness and
change.
All people, some more than others, experience a need for
Closeness: familiar closeness, attachment, love, safety, harmony and empathy,
to be there for others and to be needed, belonging.
Distance:
Differentiation and to be oneself, self-realization, independence,
privacy and individuality, intellectual knowledge, task orientation.
Steadiness: reliability, order, planning and foresight, constancy, law, system,
control and power, outlasting the moment.
Change:
magic of the new, daring, adventure, fantasy, playfulness and
31
delight, spontaneity and passion, intensity of the moment, freedom .
If we transfer that to the star diagram (see below), human behaviors can be
placed quite well. People appear to be spontaneous and flexible (Chance pole) or
conservative and consistent (Steadiness), people-oriented (Closeness) or taskoriented (Distance). All of these are equally important and valuable, just
different.
Philosophically,
they
represent
the
coordinates of the two
dimensions
of
space
(Closeness – Distance) and
time (Steadiness – Change) in
32 33
.
which all life takes place
To understand interpersonal interactions it is
necessary to know, understand and be able to use the
attributes of all four areas.
Each person contains all four,
33
just in different strengths. It Figure 3: Thomann’s four basic aspirations
is helpful when I recognize which pole my counterpart is currently using, so that I
can communicate with him appropriately. For example, if I meet someone with a
29

cf. Riemann 2002, P. 15 f.
cf. Thomann and Schulz von Thun 2006, P. 174.
31
cf. Thomann and Schulz von Thun 2006, P. 176 f.
32
Insight provided by the economist and yoga teacher, Bettina Wentzel
(Ettlingen). priv. comm.
33
Based on Thomann and Schulz von Thun (2006), Fig. 7, P. 177.
30
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lot of Distance, then I know that he is currently at home in the area of thought,
where the rules of objectivity and logic are important. At this moment, it would
not be helpful to attempt to convince him using emotional arguments. It is very
important to remember that people are not just placed at one of the poles, but
can display different behavioral preferences at different times and in different
contexts. A classical example of this is someone who is quite distant at work and
is more emotional with family and friends. What a person is currently displaying
need not be congruent with his deepest self. The insight into human nature does
not presume we can x-ray people in the same way that self-knowledge can. That
would be stressful for both parties in a relationship. Therefore I believe that the
three-component models are less useful here since they look inward. Here it is
more about being able to recognize more clearly in which of the RiemannThomann bi-polar states my counterpart finds himself here and now, what he
shows of himself and which values he represents in a particular topic. If someone
shows himself as conservative on the topic of flexible working times, conformant
with the Steadiness pole, where regularity and predictability are important, it
does not mean that this person is in principle a conservative person. The same
person could show a very relaxed and non-conformant attitude (more aligned
with the Change pole) to the topic of behavior while driving. For a professional
knowledge of human nature it is enough to know the laws and values of the four
poles and be able to derive suitable arguments from this knowledge, as needed.
More freedom for the individual would not be a valuable argument for a
conservative counterpart in the case of flexible working times. However, if I can
mention the increasing reliability and commitment for the private sphere that
flexible working times would make possible, I would be addressing his values.
Naturally, everyone has their center of gravity, usually one of the poles,
where she prefers to be. Or she rejects one of the poles and attempts to keep it
at bay which can reduce vitality, flexibility and joy. Depending on which pole is
preferred and which ignored, different psychograms and living realities result.
This does not prevent someone from being at home in all four cardinal points so
that they can meet a representative of any of the polarities in their element. One
has been, so to speak, washed with all the waters and can use this to the
advantage of both parties at any time in a cooperative manner. When I can
understand and speak the language of my counterpart, the doors to
interpersonal understanding are opened wide. Peace and success are thus more
likely. Four component models show two contrary, opposing and viable realities. I
have attempted to show here that this double dialectic view is especially useful
for the areas of insight into human nature (the external view of people or how
they show themselves) and conflict management (the juxtaposition of contrary
values).
I would like to comment at this point that one could extend this systematic
palette to include five-component models. This gives access to other sensoryphysical models. Based on my current knowledge, six, seven, eight or even more
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component models can be assigned to one of the already described categories
(three, four or five components).

Psychology of differential communication

In 1989 Schulz von Thun 34 published a typology with eight different
communication styles. The model is based on Adler’s individual psychology and
characterology, Riemann‘s four forms of fear, Reich’s analytical theory of
personality, Berne’s transactional analysis, as well as his experience as a trainer
and communications therapist. In his own words, these communication
phenotypes arose so: “that which I repeatedly encountered and seemed suitable
as a starting point for a person’s further development” 35.
This phenomenological approach views the person and her style of
communication in a partially exaggerated dramatization, through which the
essence comes more clearly to light as in the typical interactions with people.
Here are the eight styles as he would present them:
The needily dependent style 36 aims to show herself as helpless and
overwhelmed and to give the other person the feeling, they should
jump in, help, decide and take responsibility – or else all would be
lost.
The helping style 37 is the patient listener and advice giver who is
always ready to step in confidently to help the weak and helpless,
even beyond her own levels of exhaustion; she doesn’t need
anyone else herself.
The self-less style 38 senses the wishes and needs of others
and serves them self-sacrificially and subserviently; feels
herself as meaningless and valueless; overlooks herself.
The aggressive-devaluing style 39 is
antagonistic towards others and treats them patronizingly, tends
to provocation, humiliation and degradation of individuals and
entire groups.
The self-demonstrating style 40 strives to position
herself in a good light through techniques that impress and put on a
good face; like to present herself as more perfect than she really is.

34
35
36
37
38
39
40

German Communications scientist (b. 1944).
Schulz von Thun 2006/1, Band 2, P. 60.
cf. Schulz von Thun 2006/1, Band 2, P. 61–75.
cf. Schulz von Thun 2006/1, Band 2, P. 76–92.
cf. Schulz von Thun 2006/1, Band 2, P. 93–114.
cf. Schulz von Thun 2006/1, Band 2, P. 115–152.
cf. Schulz von Thun 2006/1, Band 2, P. 153–169.
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The determining and controlling style 41 wants to guide and
correct events and people so that they remain under her control
and thus proceed correctly; hates unpredictability, chaos and
powerlessness.
The distant style 42 has an invisible wall around herself, so that
nobody can come too near; communicates formally and
impersonally, shows reserve and displays no emotions.
The talkative dramatizing style 43 enjoys being surrounded by people
and to fascinate them through an exhibition of emotions; makes
themselves the center of attention for the entertainment of all.
It is important to note that the communication styles are neither entirely
negative (nor entirely positive), which the helping character in particular
demonstrates; when he helps too much, one needs to talk about the codependent character. The “distant”, “self-demonstrating” and “determining and
controlling” are more neutral terms, in contrast to “aggressive and devaluing”,
which can only be classified as a virtue or vice. Through the addition of other
attributes Schulz von Thun assumes that each of us contains all styles and
experiences “a preferred style through the form of contact coupled with certain
44
avoidance styles” . For example, someone using the needily dependent style
makes contact with other people by showing his neediness and allowing others to
help him. Someone in the aggressive devaluing style makes contact by provoking
others. The former avoids displaying strength and the latter weakness. Thus,
through the external reality of sensory perception he unlocks the internal psychic
relationships. He always places two characters opposite each other, who could
lock themselves into vicious circles. Figure 4 shows these pairs, where I have
translated the negative names into something positive (lower line of each pair)
and added to the only positive name (helping) a negative counterpart:

co-dependent
helping

41
42
43
44

↔
↔

cf. Schulz von Thun 2006/1, Band 2, P. 170–190.
cf. Schulz von Thun 2006/1, Band 2, P. 191–227.
cf. Schulz von Thun 2006/1, Band 2, P. 228–243.
Ebenda, P. 58.

needily dependent
sensitive
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aggressive devaluing
strong leader

↔
↔

self-less
team player

determining and controlling ↔
teaching
↔

self-demonstrating
promoting

distant
objective

↔
↔

talkative dramatizing
joy of life

Figure 4 Schulz von Thun’s communication pairs
The classification arises from the perception of the counterpart’s
communication, i.e. what she shows of herself. For this, the coordinate system of
Riemann-Thomann’s four psychological cardinal points is valuable. During a
lecture by Schulz von Thun on 20 November 2006 at the University of Hamburg I
was able to recognize, thanks to his lively presentation of the four psychological
cardinal points, how these fit into the eight communication styles of the PDC. This
results in a closed and consistent system. As part of a psychology term paper I
had the opportunity to discuss this insight with Schulz von Thun. In a personal
note to me on 20 June 2007 he commented, “you have gained interesting insights
with which I on the whole agree.”
He would have preferred to see the self-less style on the Closeness side, as he
considers her to be relationship oriented. In my opinion, this character
corresponds to Type Six in the Enneagram, who serves people not out of
emotional closeness, but in an impersonal manner due to their position and role
in order to fulfill a common task.
Each pole in this diagram contains two communication styles. Therefore the
first step in perceiving one’s counterpart is to locate him in which of the four
poles he currently resides, e.g. if he’s closer to Closeness or Distance. The next
step involves refining this view by noticing, for example, if the person at the
Closeness pole attempts to approach others and help them (helping
communication style) or opens himself and allows the other to help him
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(sensitive communication style). In contrast to the Change Type, the Steadiness
Type attempts to keep hold of the reins; the task-oriented Distance Type flees
from the relationship-oriented Closeness Type. This diagram illustrates in many
ways the interaction of the Types between themselves and serves as a valuable
instrument to recognize correlations and develop solutions for communication,
cooperation and conflict. Each area has its own special forces that reflect
themselves on a collective operational level in the individual functions or
departments in an organization.

Figure 5 The 8 PDC communication styles aligned with the Riemann-Thomann
Cross
So, for example, the bustling Marketing (function), which happily shows itself
to the outside world, is to be found on the Closeness side of the Change pole (this
corresponds to the self-demonstrating communication style). Beside it, on the
Distance side the bustling, but task-oriented Sales, which understands how to
excite people about new topics, is to be found (this corresponds to the talkative
dramatizing communication style). This is where people work, who like to go
outside the organization and present themselves, those who do not primarily
need the closeness and security of the company. Both like to be rewarded and
motivated through freedom, the other poles through interesting tasks (Distance),
responsibility (Steadiness) and public recognition (Closeness). This brings to a
close the description of Prof. Schulz von Thun’s PDC, coupled with the four
psychological cardinal directions of the Swiss psychologist Christoph Thomann,
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who in turn built on the four forms of fear from the German psychiatrist
Riemann, together with a glance at the professional-collective level from group
dynamics.

Building a bridge to the Enneagram
You already know the Enneagram with its nine personality types. To start with, I’ll
sketch the Types briefly and connect them to the eight communication styles of
the PDC (“Communication” below). These descriptions are based on the careeroriented Enneagram literature from Goldberg, Mächler, Palmer, Tödter and
Werner, and Salzwedel, the communications literature from Schulz von Thun, as
well as my own observations, experiences and insights.

Type One 45
experiences his anger as inwardly directed in the form of discipline and being
principled; is highly engaged to reach self-defined and reform-oriented higher
ideals, goals and values. Reliably delivers perfect work and expects that from
others.
Behavior with others:
serious, critical, reserved, determining, conscientious.
Working style:
diligent, practical, structured, organized, efficient.
Leadership style:
objective, role model, responsible, reliable, strict.
Areas:
organization, HR, quality control, controlling,
(corporate) management.
Position:
leader, teacher, trainer, lawyer.
Communication:
a clear correspondence to the determining and
controlling style. Both live according to the principle, “I
know what is right”

Type Two 46
ashamed of her own needs, projects them onto others and helps graciously,
going even beyond her own boundaries and those of others. Works so that she
can be in contact with others and to receive attention.
Behavior with others:
affectionate, helpful, flattering, empathic, proud, loud.
Working style:
versatile, emotional, supportive, helping, capable,
energetic.
Leadership style:
personal, encouraging, caring, generous, manipulating.
Areas:
personal assistant, HR, deputy, right hand, consultant.
45

46

cf. Goldberg 1998, P. 31–61; cf. Hauser 1995, P. 46–48; cf. Mächler 1998, P.
135–137; cf. Palmer 2000/2, P. 59–92; cf. Palmer / Brown 2000, P. 56–88;
cf. Salzwedel 2008, P. 56f; cf. Tödter and Werner 2006, P. 72–83.
Cf. Goldberg 1998, P. 62–92; cf. Hauser 1995, P. 60–62; cf. Mächler 1998, P.
114–116; cf. Palmer 2000/2, P. 93–118; cf. Palmer and Brown 2000, P. 89–
122; cf. Salzwedel 2008, P. 58f; cf. Tödter and Werner 2006, P. 84–95.
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personal assistant, social fulcrum, “power behind the
throne”.
a clear correspondence to the helping style. Both are
afraid of their own neediness and are fully there for
others.

Type Three 47
is ashamed of his own feelings, without being aware of them. Identifies himself
through tasks, performance and success to please others. Concentrates more on
the goals than the way to achieve them; builds up a pleasing image.
Behavior with others:
charming, competitive, promoting, sufficing, sugarcoating.
Working style:
effective, flexible, quick, success-oriented, ambitious.
Leadership style:
motivating, inspiring, task-oriented, dynamic.
Areas:
marketing, trade, sales, director.
Position:
best in the group.
Communication:
a clear correspondence to the self-demonstrating style.
Both attempt to gain recognition through performance.

Type Four 48
shames herself for her own inner strength and shows herself as weak. Wants to
distinguish herself from others and be somewhat special. This also applies in
terms of tasks and approaches to them. Penetrates to the kernel of a topic.
Behavior with others:
sensitive,
individual,
cultivated,
preoccupied,
withdrawn, different.
Working style:
creative,
aesthetic,
unconventional,
sensitive,
complicated, audacious.
Leadership style:
gentle, headstrong, emotional, intensive, authentic,
radical.
Area:
creative design, designer, architect, artist, coach.
Position:
special position.
Communication:
this correspondence is particularly tricky, since the
creative-artistic side of the Type is emphasized in the
Enneagram. In contrast, the PDC emphasizes the lack of
self-confidence in the needily dependent style, which is
the corresponding style. The connection is to be found
in the sensitivity of the Type, which allows her to
47

48

Cf. Goldberg 1998, P. 93–126; cf. Hauser 1995, P. 73–75; cf. Mächler 1998,
P. 117–119; cf. Palmer 2000/2, P. 119–145; cf. Palmer and Brown 2000, P.
123–159; cf. Salzwedel 2008, P. 60f; cf. Tödter and Werner 2006, P. 96–108.
Cf. Goldberg 1998, P. 127–156; cf. Hauser 1995, P. 87–88; cf. Mächler 1998,
P. 119–121; cf. Palmer 2000/2, P. 146–170; cf. Palmer and Brown 2000, P.
160–190; cf. Salzwedel 2008, P. 62f; cf. Tödter and Werner 2006, P. 109–
120.
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perceive her own inner needs in a particularly intensive
way, weaknesses and contradictions. This sensitivity
often finds its artistic expression through creative acts.
Both like to lean on strong people and are afraid of selfreliance.

Type Five 49
is afraid of human closeness and therefore withdraws. Precise observer who
thinks sagaciously and gets to the bottom of topics. He is modest and reserved
with his emotions, knowledge and personal presence. He hoards readily.
Behavior with others: shy, observing, neutral, rational, deflecting, cool or even
cold.
Working style:
analytical, concentrated, independent, objective,
systematic.
Leadership style:
minimalistic, sober, philosophical, impersonal, formal.
Area:
research and development, expert, analyst.
Position:
self-employed, staff position or leading at a distance.
Communication:
a clear correspondence with the self-distancing style.
Both require a safe distance and live according to the
motto “don’t come too close to me”.

Type Six 50

projects her fears on the outer world and feels secure in a system with clear
hierarchy and rules, into which she can willingly insert herself and fit in
unobtrusively. Clears away obstructions and problems and is problem-focused.
Behavior with others:
fearful, doubting, unsure, conscious of hierarchy, taskoriented.
Working style:
reliable, preventative, dutiful, loyal, risk-conscious.
Leadership style:
cooperative, reliable, loyal, mistrustful, pessimistic.
Area:
production, technology, trades, security.
Position:
one among equals, or team lead.
Communication:
this corresponds to the self-less communication style.
Neither Type not Style sees herself as important and
allows herself to be instrumentalized for the aims of
others.

49

50

Cf. Goldberg 1998, P. 157–188; cf. Hauser 1995, P. 101–103; cf. Mächler
1998, P. 122–124; cf. Palmer 2000/2, P. 171–199; cf. Palmer and Brown
2000, P.191–223; cf. Salzwedel 2008, P.64f; cf. Tödter and Werner 2006, P.
121–132.
Cf. Goldberg 1998, P. 189–217; cf. Hauser 1995, P. 115–117; cf. Mächler
1998, P. 124–127; cf. Palmer 2000/2, P. 200–227; cf. Palmer and Brown
2000, P.224–255; cf. Salzwedel 2008, P. 66f; cf. Tödter and Werner 2006, P.
133–144.
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Type Seven 51

flees from fear through change, adventure, fun and non-committing. Above all,
one can never have enough, always has too many projects on the go, loves the
possibilities and the ideas more than the real result. Can realize new, unusual and
complex things and motivate others to help.
Behavior with others:
fascinating, narrating, amusing, non-committal, erratic.
Working style:
quick, imaginative, planning, innovative, processoriented.
Leadership style:
laissez-faire,
visionary,
optimistic,
motivating,
spontaneous.
Area:
sales, networking, planning, idea generator.
Position:
autonomous with a direct boss or reportees.
Communication:
this has a direct correspondence to the talkative
dramatizing style. Both like to perform and bring some
life to the party, in order to avoid the inner emptiness.

Type Eight 52

Experiences her anger directly and immediately, highly prepared to enter into
conflict, dominant and confronting, energetically controls her space and territory,
needs power, takes over leadership willingly and pushes things through, is strong
and robust. Has a hard shell and a soft center.
Behavior with others:
self-confident, provocative, present, demanding, direct,
loud.
Working style:
practical, focused on usefulness, action-oriented, full of
energy.
Leadership style:
open, honest, fair, direct, autocratic, rough, protective.
Area:
production, (corporate) management.
Position:
boss, generalist.
Communication:
this corresponds directly to the aggressive devaluating
communication style. For both, being on top is a
question of survival and they avoid weakness.

Type Nine 53

has turned his sensors far enough down so that he doesn’t need to experience
51

52

53

Cf. Goldberg 1998, P. 218–245; cf. Hauser 1995, P. 128–130; cf. Mächler
1998, P. 127–129; cf. Palmer 2000/2, P. 228–255; cf. Palmer and Brown
2000, P.256–290; cf. Salzwedel 2008, P. 68f; cf. Tödter and Werner 2006, P.
145–156.
Cf. Goldberg 1998, P. 246–274; cf. Mächler 1998, P. 130–132; cf. Palmer
2000/2, P. 256–283; cf. Palmer and Brown 2000, P. 291–322; cf. Salzwedel
2008, P. 70f; cf. Tödter and Werner 2006, P. 48–59.
Cf. Goldberg 1998, P. 275–309; cf. Hauser 1995, P. 158–160; cf. Mächler
1998, P. 132–134; cf. Palmer 2000/2, P. 284–312; cf. Palmer and Brown
2000, P. 323–359; cf. Salzwedel 2008, P. 72f; cf. Tödter and Werner 2006,
P. 60–71.
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anger. This leads to a stunted emotional and mental presence; he doesn’t take
himself seriously, doesn’t respond well to external pressure, needs harmony and
can generate it.
Behavior with others:
passive, friendly, non-judgmental, conflict avoidant,
absent, obstinate.
Working style:
peaceful, sits things out, reactive, steady, peaceful.
Leadership style:
fair, comradely through consensus or stubborn through
boycotting changes.
Area:
everywhere, in particular in the administration and
works council.
Position:
facilitator, administrator, leader.
Communication:
there is no clear correspondence to one communication
style. After all, one will be left over when a system of
eight is being made compatible with a system of nine.
It’s not so surprising that this happens with Type Nine.
They don’t become entangled in their communication
with others due to their need for peace and quiet,
unlike the other styles which form dialectic parings as
opposing poles, according to the philosophy of Schulz
von Thun.

Communication Enneagram
The correspondence between the eight styles of communication in the PDC and
the Enneagram Types yields the following picture: 54
In the symbol it is easy to
recognize that the Nine stands in
between two halves, left and
right. He has no opposite
pendant and equally represents
both the start and the end of the
circle. From a communications
perspective, this Type is an
intermediary between the other
eight. Thus it makes sense that at
first glance this Type seems to be
missing in the Schulz von Thun
model. During a training on the
Figure 6 Communication Enneagram 1

54

Riemann-Thomann
explicitly
stated

model
that

priv. comm. on 20 June 2007, Schulz von Thun agrees “by and large” with
this mapping of the styles to Type.

he
he
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integrated “rooted down-to-earthness” into the Steadiness pole 55. To complete
the communication icons I commissioned a suitable cartoon for this Type 56.
The advantage of this approach is that the numbers receive memorable
pictures and so it is easy to recognize the connection between the inner world of
experience and the external communication style. A disadvantage is the
judgment that the Types experience by being drawn at a particular point in their
development. An interesting variant emerges when one connects the pairings
that Schulz von Thun selected in his PDC, because they get caught up in vicious
circles, with lines on the Enneagram symbol:
As if by magic, one
has a new symmetric
figure. The lines between
Type Two “Helper/Codependent” and Type
Four “Sensitive/Needily
and
Dependent”
between
Type
Five
“Objective/Distant” and
Type Seven “Joy of
Life/Talkative
Dramatizing” are known. These
show connections that in
Enneagram terms are
due to the flow and
stress points. The line
between
Type
One
“Teaching/Determining
and Controlling” and Type Three “Promoting/Self-Demonstrating” is new. This
reflects a teacher-pupil or governess-child relationship. The line between the
“Strong Leader/Aggressive Devaluing” Type Eight and “Teamplaying/Self-less”
Type Six is also new. This reflects a master-servant or boss-subordinate
constellation. Both pairings have a lot to do with power, which is not clearly
visible in the Enneagram symbol. These insights, gained through the application
of the PDC, correspond to Riso & Hudson’s Harmonics.
The Enneagram supports the analysis of the strengths, non-strengths and
weaknesses (i.e. over-used strengths) of one’s own personality as well as typical
qualities. I like to use it in professional coaching for profiling and development. I
have some reservations about its use in written test form 57; in my opinion it
shows its true strength in the narrative tradition 58. In a seminar Type recognition
Figure 7 Communication Enneagram 2

55
56
57
58

04.–06. May 2010, Kloster Kappel, Switzerland.
by architect Rainer Lißner, Leonberg (Germany).
Cf. Simon (2006), P. 213 f.
Cf. Palmer 2000/1, P. 24–26.
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is a consensual act in which the individual recognizes himself or herself in the
mirror on the basis of the possibilities contained in the model. It must be said
that this requires an experienced and skillful teacher who can act as a guiding and
mindful midwife for the recognition of one’s own self.
The Riemann-Thomann Cross with its differentiation of the eight
communication styles is for many participants in business seminars more
accessible than the Enneagram, since it better reflects the dialectic thinking of
our modern world. The four-component system enables us to consciously
perceive people’s different preferences in behavior though the four qualities of
the poles (closeness—distance—steadiness—change), each with two fine
distinctions (e.g. the helping and sensitive styles either side of the Closeness
pole), which gives us a first way to understand the associated attitudes to life. As I
already mentioned, this is looking from the outside at other people, since people
usually first appear to others through one of the four polarities.
At the same time, it opens up the possibility to expand one’s own repertoire
of communication styles so that one can deal with people of different Types,
since one speaks differently with each one. This is a particularly important skill for
leaders and managers. Professionally I like to use this to help clarify and
harmonize professional relationships; I use it in mediation as a building block
towards the resolution of the conflict. In particular, the Helwig’s Values Square,
which Schulz von Thun popularized, plays a key role. For space reasons, I need to
leave that for another article.

System transition
They complement each other all
the way from self-knowledge
through personal development
and insight into human nature.
The clarity and simplicity of
both systems together with
their
memorable
symbols
greatly
simplify
the
understanding of complex
personality and relationship
structures. It is also fascinating
that both systems deal with the
same archetypes from different
perspectives. It never ceases to
amaze me how compatible the
two systems are, which I will Figure 8 Enneagram without circle or hexagram
now illustrate.
Starting from Fig. 7 and placing the different characters in one of the three
Enneagram centers (Gut-Heart-Head), we obtain Figure 8.
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To make the transition to the four-component model of the Communication
Diagram (Fig. 5), we need to extend the existing three dimensions by a fourth
dimension (Fig. 9):
Four-component models
look from the outside at how
people present themselves
and what they show of
themselves. Starting from this
thought, two Enneagram
types, Three and Seven, show
themselves as particularly
exuberant and lively. At the
same time, one Type shows
very little profile and is most
difficult to place. That’s the
Type that prefers that
everything stays as it is, but can
still deal with changed
conditions pretty well; Type Nine, who doesn’t belong to any of the poles and
thus is placed in the middle. If the two Types, Three and Seven, together form an
outwardly exuberant pole and Type Nine is placed in the undifferentiated center,
the following changes result (Fig. 10):

Figure 9 Transition between the systems 1

The result is that the
communication diagram (Fig.
5) has been extended through
placing Type Nine in the
center (Fig. 11).
This completes the transition
between the systems of the
Enneagram
and
the
psychology of differential
communication, embedded in
the Riemann-Thomann Cross.
This allows us to find an
explanation for why Types
Three and Seven are so
fundamentally different in
their inner world, although
they both appear to be
Figure 10 Transition between the systems 2
similarly outgoing: the Three is
agile and flexible, in order to impress others and is motivated through the feeling
(Heart Center Type) or wish to come closer to other people. Type Seven loves the
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show and euphoria behind which he hides, so that he doesn’t need to really show
himself. It is his disguising ploy to keep others at bay by appearing to be rational
Head Types. Interestingly, in this system at three of the four poles we find two
Types which are not Enneagram neighbors (the exception is the Distance pole,
where Types Five and Six are placed). In recent years, thanks to this perspective, I
was able to observe that a slight change between these two Types at the pole is
possible, similar to the effect of wings, due to their connection as flow and stress
points of each other. This means that a Type Four can behave from time to time
as a Type Two, and vice versa.
Equally so for Types Three and
Seven, which is astonishing if
one
only
knows
the
Enneagram symbol, where the
two have nothing to do with
each other. Observe for
yourself how easy it is for a
Type Three from time to time
to act like a joyful child,
without striving for success or
competing.
What irritates some people
by this transition is that twice
one Type is removed from the
middle of its center (Nine as
central gut type and Three as
central heart type) to position Figure 11 Communication Diagram 2
it anew, and once from the
edge of a center (Type Seven, which is not the central head type). In each case,
the Type that suppresses the primary characteristic of its center is moved: the
Nine suppresses anger, action and guilt; the Three suppresses feelings, love and
shame; the Seven denies the fear and dispassion at its center). So seen it makes
sense to pick out precisely these three types and to place them anew. The
question that I since then ask myself about the Enneagram symbol is: Why is Type
Seven not in the middle of the head center?
In practice, when I use both systems, I begin with the four poles of the
communication diagram. I attempt to identify in which of the four poles of
Closeness-Distance-Steadiness-Change my counterpart currently resides. When I
go one step further, I attempt to differentiate in which of the two types he
currently resides. Only after a closer interaction is it gradually clear whether this
might be the main style at which he’s anchored. Then I move on to an Enneagram
perspective, also with the wings and lines. Of course, there are exceptions,
people who live solely in their main type and use their main style; however, I
don’t assume that at the beginning. When a coachee comes to me looking for a
personality profile and development, I begin with the Enneagram symbol (better
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said, from a variant that I show in the next section). Afterwards I come to the
four-component perspective with the question, “how do I come across?”

New perspectives
During my long work with the transition between the systems, I recognized the
analogy with the four elements of Empedocles and I use that now instead of
Thomann’s terminology: Earth for Steadiness, Fire for Closeness, Air for Change
and Water for Distance. In one of my seminars a participant commented that in
this model, Air is under the Earth, which contradicts our terrestrial conditions. So
we flipped it 180°. By the way, after another participant question in a seminar in
Switzerland, Christoph Thomann also decided it is better if the light Change is
59
above the heavier Steadiness .

Figure 12 Cosmogram (from Sabine Gramm)

This inspired me to apply the same idea to the Enneagram and to turn this
symbol around:

59

Seminar: The Riemann-Thomann Model, Kloster Kappel, Switzerland
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Figure 13 Anthropogram (from Sabine Gramm)
I prefer this to the traditional Enneagram for the following reasons:
•
•
•

•

The most traditional and entrenched type of all, the Nine, takes the
position of the symbol’s root.
The heart center is on the left rather than the right, just as in the
physical body.
The gut center is below both head and heart centers, instead of
being above – which is in reality illogical. Thus it comes closer to a
real person than the traditional symbol, where the gut is on top. At
present, I call this variant the Anthropogram, to distinguish it from
the Enneagram.
Instead of the threatening hole at the bottom, there is now an
inspiring opening towards above: there, where the highest
inspiration sits, between the creative energy of the Four, who is
always looking for something higher and strives for this and the
thoughtful creativity of the Five, who gains insights “from above”;
this is where divine light can fall, so that it may be manifested on
earth.
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Summary
Professor Friedemann Schulz von Thun did not know the Enneagram 60 before he
developed his psychology of differential communication which he published in
1989, contemporaneously with the first Enneagram book in German. Thus two
systems of personality developed independently, in different languages and at
different times, and yet lead to quite similar results in their archetypical insights.
They give us different ways of looking at the same truths, which supplies
reciprocating evidence for the authenticity of both systems and their archetypes.
This confirms my firm belief that one always comes to the same truth when one
thinks things through, irrespective of one’s starting point: many paths lead to
Rome! It was only by comparing and connecting both systems that I was truly
able to appreciate each of the for the first time. This gave me a 360° view of how
a personality type presents itself to the world, its inner emotional life and that to
which it strives. These insights inspire me each day in my own life and in
particular in my professional work with people who try to resolve their conflicts
and improve their relationships – both private and professional. Although a
central finding from my research over the past thirteen years, the compatibility
between these two systems is not the only match between systems of
personality that I have found. Seen in this light, human typologies are not only
helpful, but also justified through the human ability to reflect and think
abstractly, to recognize the laws that hide behind the veil of everyday forms.
Here I present these connections to international experts for the first time, to
trigger a discussion and would be delighted to receive constructive feedback that
might help to rethink, enrich or further develop the presented relationships. For
me the exchange of opinions with other forms of truth is the key, not who is
right.
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